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When grandma gatewood took a Hike
By Michelle Houts
Illustrated by erica Magnus

It took her two tries, but in 1955, sixty-seven-year-old emma
“Grandma” Gatewood became the first woman to solo hike
the entire length of the Appalachian Trail in one through hike.
Gatewood has become a legend for those who hike the trail,
and in her home state of Ohio, where she helped found the
Buckeye Trail. In recent years, she has been the subject of a
bestselling biography and a documentary film.
In When Grandma Gatewood Took a Hike, Michelle Houts
brings us the first children’s book about her feat, which she
accomplished without professional gear or even a tent. Houts
chronicles the spirit of a seasoned outdoorswoman and
mother of eleven whose grit and determination helped her to
hike over two thousand miles. erica Magnus’s vibrant illustrations capture the wild animals, people from all walks of life,
and unexpected challenges that this strong-willed woman
encountered on the journey she initially called a “lark.”
Children ages 4–10 will delight in this narrative nonfiction
work as they accompany emma Gatewood on the adventure

of a lifetime and witness her transformation from grandmother to hiking legend, becoming “Grandma” to all.
MICHeLLe HOUTS is the award-winning author of both fiction
and nonfiction for young readers. She lives, plays, and writes
on a family farm in Ohio where she has restored a one-room
schoolhouse. She enjoys reading, cooking, and hiking anywhere with hills, as it is very flat where she lives. She would
have loved to have hiked even a mile with emma Gatewood
and is pleased to share her story with readers of all ages.
eRICA MAGNUS has enjoyed applying her fine art skills as
a freelance artist to children’s books as author and illustrator, for film and television as concept and creature design
artist, and as a teacher. Happily back in Athens County, Ohio,
where she raised her daughters, she now works from her
Amesville studio. Meadows and woodlands surround her tiny
home, where she lives with her first and deepest love, nature.
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Ohio in Photographs

Ohio in photographs
A Portrait of the Buckeye State
By Ian Adams and Randall Lee Schieber
Foreword by david Weaver
Introduction by John Fleischman

Showcasing the work of two of the state’s leading landscape
photographers, Ohio in Photographs presents a rich array
of places and people, from serene hiking trails and dayton’s
Huffman Prairie to shining downtown riverscapes and the
riotous colors and figures of an unconventional Fourth of July
parade. Ian Adams and Randall Lee Schieber give us iconic
and unique images that capture the true texture of life in
Ohio today.
Adams and Schieber divide the work into five regional
chapters framed by introductions by John Fleischman. each
of Ohio’s eighty-eight counties is represented in photos that
capture scenes from urban to rural: natural areas, historical
sites, public gardens, cultural and sports events, workplaces,
and more. Ohio in Photographs is a can’t-miss for any Ohioan
at home or away.
IAN AdAMS has twenty-one photography books and more
than sixty-five Ohio calendars to his credit. He conducts
nature and garden photography seminars, workshops, and
slide programs throughout North America and teaches digital
photography at Ohio State University’s Agricultural Technical
Institute in Wooster.
RANdALL Lee SCHIeBeR is a photographer based in Columbus, Ohio. He specializes in editorial, architectural, location,
and travel photography and has published six books and
numerous calendars. His work has appeared in a variety of
local and national publications.
JOHN FLeISCHMAN writes science for the American Society
for Cell Biology and nonfiction books for older kids including Phineas Gage: A True But Gruesome Story about Brain
Science and Black & White Airmen. Fleischman was an editor
at Ohio and Yankee magazines, a John Simon Guggenheim
Foundation fellow, and a part-time linotypist at the Yellow
Springs (Ohio) News.
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Home Front
to battlefront
An Ohio Teenager
in World War II

War and Society in north america

By Frank Lavin
Foreword by Henry A. Kissinger

“We sometimes forget that the US Army was, and is,
essentially a force of teenagers … who are required
to grapple with the exigencies of combat even as they
are attempting to grapple with adulthood.”
— From the foreword by Henry A. Kissinger
Carl Lavin was a high school senior in Canton, Ohio, when
Pearl Harbor was attacked. In his freshman year of college, he
joined the reserves, a decision that would take him with the
US Army from training across the United States and Britain
to combat with the 84th Infantry division in the Battle of the
Bulge. Home Front to Battlefront is the tale of a foot soldier
who finds himself thrust into a world where he and his unit
grapple with the horrors of combat, the idiocies of bureaucracy, and the oddities of life back home — all in the same
day. The book is based on Carl’s personal letters, his recollections and those of the people he served beside, official
military history, private papers, and more.
Home Front to Battlefront contributes the rich details of
one soldier’s experience to the broader literature on World
War II. Lavin’s adventures, in turn disarming and sobering,
will appeal to general readers, veterans, educators, and
students of the war. As a history, the book offers insight
into the wartime career of a Jewish Ohioan in the military,
from enlistment to training through overseas deployment.
As a biography, it reflects the emotions and the role of the
individual in a total war effort that is all too often thought
of as a machine war in which human soldiers were merely
interchangeable cogs.
FRANK LAVIN is the son of Carl Lavin. Frank has served as a
US ambassador, White House aide, banker, and trade negotiator. He currently works in business in China.
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No money, No beer,
No pennants
The Cleveland Indians
and Baseball in the
Great depression
By Scott H. Longert

Cleveland Indians
AND Baseball IN
THE Great Depression

“Tribe fans will read it with great enthusiasm and baseball
historians will reference it often, as Scott Longert brings
much new, important information to the table. I particularly
appreciated the back stories of the players and the conflicts
that the team faced: old stadium versus new, radio broadcasts versus not, and day games versus night.”
— Jon Hart, author of Man versus Ball: One Ordinary Guy and
His Extraordinary Sports Adventures

THE

“Much has been written about the great Indians players of the
1930s, but not so much on the team itself, and the building
of the stadium is a great backdrop. Longert knows his stuff
and goes to the right sources, and excels at capturing life in
baseball at a particularly critical time for Clevelanders as well
as the country.”
— Marc Bona, features writer, Cleveland.com

Scott H. Longert
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SCOTT H. LONGeRT is the author of Addie Joss: King of the
Pitchers and The Best They Could Be: How the Cleveland
Indians Became the Kings of Baseball, 1916–1920. He lives
in Beachwood, Ohio, with his wife, Vicki, their handsome
golden retriever, and two cool cats.

The Cleveland Indians of 1928 were a far cry from the championship team of 1920. They had begun the decade as the
best team in all of baseball, but over the following eight years,
their owner died, the great Tris Speaker retired in the face of
a looming scandal, and the franchise was in terrible shape.
Seeing opportunity in the upheaval, Cleveland real estate
mogul Alva Bradley purchased the ball club in 1927, infused
it with cash, and filled its roster with star players such as Bob
Feller, earl Averill, and Hal Trosky. He aligned himself with
civic leaders to push for a gigantic new stadium that — along
with the team that played in it — would be the talk of the
baseball world.
Then came the stock market crash of 1929. Municipal Stadium was built, despite the collapse of the industrial economy
in Rust Belt cities, but the crowds did not follow. Always the
shrewd businessman, Bradley had engineered a lease agreement with the city of Cleveland that included an out clause,
and he exercised that option after the 1934 season, leaving
the 80,000-seat, multimillion-dollar stadium without a tenant.
In No Money, No Beer, No Pennants, Scott H. Longert gives
us a lively history of the ups and downs of a legendary team
and its iconic players as they persevered through internal
unrest and the turmoil of the Great depression, pursuing a
pennant that didn’t come until 1948. Illustrated with period
photographs and filled with anecdotes of the great players,
this book will delight fans of baseball and fans of Cleveland.
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By Anaïs Nin
Introduction by Laura Frost

“Winter of Artifice corrects the notion that Nin was an eccentric one-off; rather, her work has to be considered in artistic
and even philosophical traditions of modernism…, literary
confession, and memoir.… The moment is right to consider
her work in the context of other experimental writers of her
time and also from our present vantage point.”
— From the introduction by Laura Frost
“The lead female characters begin small and damaged and
eventually emerge at the other side more complete people at
the expense of the men in their paths. But Nin accomplishes
this with such delicacy and style that one would swear there
was no other way.”
— Bookslut
Swallow Press first published Winter of Artifice in 1945, following two vastly different versions from other presses. The
book opens with a film star, Stella, studying her own, but
alien, image on the screen. It ends in the Manhattan office of
a psychoanalyst — the Voice — who, as he counsels patients
suffering from the maladies of modern life, reveals himself as
equally susceptible to them. The middle, title story explores
one of Nin’s most controversial themes, that of a woman’s
sexual relationship with her father. elliptical, fragmented
prose; unconventional structure; surrealistic psychic landscapes — Nin gracefully forged these elements into a style
that engaged with the artistic concerns of her time but still
registers as strikingly contemporary.
This reissue, accompanied by a new introduction by Laura
Frost and the original engravings by Nin’s husband Ian
Hugo, presents an important opportunity to consider anew
the work of a writer who laid the groundwork for later
writers, but whom critics frequently dismiss as solipsistic or
overblown. Swallow Press’s Winter of Artifice represents a
literary artist coming into her own, with the formal experimentation, thematic daring, and psychological intrigue that
became her hallmarks.
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ANAÏS NIN (1903–1977) is an iconic literary figure and one of
the most notable experimental writers of the twentieth century. As one of the first women to explore female erotica, Nin
revealed the inner desires of her characters in a way that made
her works a touchstone for later feminist writers. Swallow
Press is the premier US publisher of books by and about Nin.
LAURA FROST in an associate professor of literature at the
New School for Social Research. She is the author of The
Problem of Pleasure: Modernism and Its Discontents and Sex
Drives: Fantasies of Fascism in Literary Modernism.
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Winter of Artifice
Three Novelettes

Writing an icon
Celebrity Culture and
the Invention of Anaïs Nin

By Anita Jarczok

ANITA JARCzOK teaches American literature and contemporary cultural theory at the University of Bielsko-Biała, Poland.
Her research interests include literature, narrative, and gender
and cultural studies, and she is the author of many articles
and book chapters on Nin, celebrity, and sexuality.
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Anaïs Nin, the diarist, novelist, and provocateur, occupied
a singular space in twentieth-century culture, not only as a
literary figure and voice of female sexual liberation but as
a celebrity and symbol of shifting social mores in postwar
America. Before Madonna and her many imitators, there was
Nin; yet, until now, there has been no major study of Nin as a
celebrity figure.
In Writing an Icon, Anita Jarczok reveals how Nin carefully
crafted her literary and public personae, which she rewrote
and restyled to suit her needs and desires. When the first
volume of her diary was published in 1966, Nin became a
celebrity, notorious beyond the artistic and literary circles in
which she previously had operated. Jarczok examines the
ways in which the American media appropriated and deconstructed Nin and analyzes the influence of Nin’s guiding hand
in their construction of her public persona.
The key to understanding Nin’s celebrity in its shifting
forms, Jarczok contends, is the diary itself, the principal vehicle through which her image has been mediated. Combining
the perspectives of narrative and cultural studies, Jarczok

traces the trajectory of Nin’s celebrity and the reception of
her writings. The result is an innovative investigation of the
dynamic relationships of Nin’s writing, identity, public image,
and consumer culture.
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“Jarczok brings Nin scholarship well into the twenty-first
century, where it deserves to be.”
—elizabeth Podnieks, author of Daily Modernism: The Literary
Diaries of Virginia Woolf, Antonia White, Elizabeth Smart,
and Anaïs Nin
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paying calls in
shangri-La
Scenes from a Woman’s Life
in American diplomacy
By Judith M. Heimann

Judith M. Heimann entered the diplomatic life in 1958 to
join her husband, John, in Jakarta, Indonesia, at his American embassy post. This, her first time out of the United
States, would set her on a path across the continents as she
mastered the fine points of diplomatic culture. She did so
first as a spouse, then as a diplomat herself, thus becoming
part of one of the Foreign Service’s first tandem couples.
Heimann’s lively recollections of her life in Africa, Asia,
and europe show us that when it comes to reconciling
our government’s requirements with the other government’s wants, shuttle diplomacy, Skype, and email cannot
match on-the-ground interaction. The ability to gauge and
finesse gesture, tone of voice, and unspoken assumptions
became her stock-in-trade as she navigated, time and again,
remarkably delicate situations.
This insightful and witty memoir gives us a behind-thescenes look at a rarely explored experience: that of one
of the very first married female diplomats, who played an
unsung but significant role in some of the important international events of the past fifty years. To those who know
something of today’s world of diplomacy, Paying Calls in
Shangri-La will be an enlightening tour through the way it
used to be — and for aspiring Foreign Service officers and
students, it will be an inspiration.
JUdITH M. HeIMANN has spent most of her life involved
with American diplomacy. She has written widely on Southeast Asia and the Pacific. She is the author of The Most
Offending Soul Alive and The Airmen and the Headhunters, and coauthor of the award-winning PBS documentary
based on the latter.
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Paying Calls in Shangri-La
Scenes from a Woman’s Life
in American Diplomacy
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Alexander robey
shepherd
The Man Who Built the
Nation’s Capital
By John P. Richardson
Foreword by Tony Williams

“Shepherd’s story, told [here] with skill and confidence, is at
once the story of a great American character, with all his
great achievements — bold, visionary, pragmatic, entrepreneurial; and notable flaws.… It’s also the story of a great and
complex American city’s recovery from the Civil War, growth
in the industrial age, and implementation of one of the
world’s greatest urban plans. In short, it’s how Washington
became a city.”
— From the foreword by Tony Williams, mayor of Washington,
d.C., 1999 – 2007
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With Alexander Robey Shepherd, John P. Richardson gives
us the first full-length biography of his subject, who as
Washington, d.C.’s, public works czar (1871– 74) built the
infrastructure of the nation’s capital in a few frenetic years
after the Civil War. The story of Shepherd is also the story of
his hometown after that cataclysm, which left the city with
churned-up streets, stripped of its trees, and exhausted.
An intrepid businessman, Shepherd became president of
Washington’s lower house of delegates at twenty-seven. Garrulous and politically astute, he used every lever to persuade
Congress to realize Peter L’enfant’s vision for the capital. His
tenure produced paved and graded streets, sewer systems,
trees, and gaslights, and transformed the fetid Washington Canal into one of the city’s most stately avenues. After
bankrupting the city, a chastened Shepherd left in 1880 to
develop silver mines in western Mexico, where he lived out
his remaining twenty-two years.
In Washington, Shepherd worked at the confluence of race,
party, region, and urban development, in a microcosm of the
United States. determined to succeed at all costs, he helped
force Congress to accept its responsibility for maintenance of
its stepchild, the nation’s capital city.
JOHN P. RICHARdSON is a retired intelligence officer,
Middle east specialist, and author of a previous study on the
West Bank and Gaza Strip. He is an officer of two Washington area historical organizations and lives with his wife in
Arlington, Virginia.
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in essentials, unity
An economic History of
the Grange Movement

neW approacheS
to midWeStern StudieS

By Jenny Bourne
Preface by Paul Finkelman

The Patrons of Husbandry — or the Grange — is the longestlived US agricultural society and, since its founding shortly
after the Civil War, has had immeasurable influence on social
change as enacted by ordinary Americans. The Grange sought
to relieve the struggles of small farmers by encouraging
collaboration. Pathbreaking for its inclusion of women, the
Grange is also well known for its association with Gilded Age
laws aimed at curbing the monopoly power of railroads.
In Essentials, Unity takes as its focus Grange founder
Oliver Kelley and his home organization in Minnesota. Jenny
Bourne draws upon numerous historical records to present a
lively picture of a fraternal organization devoted to improving the lot of farmers but whose legacies extend far beyond
agriculture. From struggles over minimum wage, birth control,
and environmental regulation to the conflicts surrounding
the Affordable Care Act, and from lunch-counter sit-ins to
Occupy Wall Street, the Grange has shaped the very notion
of collective action and how it is deployed even today. As
this compact book so effectively illustrates, the history of the
Patrons of Husbandry exposes the classic tension between the
desires for achieving overall economic success and determining how the spoils are split.
JeNNy BOURNe is a professor of economics at Carleton College. She has published numerous articles on American economic history, law and economics, and public finance, as well
as The Bondsman’s Burden, about the economics of Southern
slave laws. Her current research explores the connections
between income and wealth for American households.
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Driven toward
madness
The Fugitive Slave
Margaret Garner and
Tragedy on the Ohio
By Nikki M. Taylor

The story of Margaret Garner — the runaway slave who,
when confronted with capture, slit the throat of her toddler
daughter rather than have her face a life in slavery — has
inspired Toni Morrison’s Beloved, a film based on the novel
starring Oprah Winfrey, and an opera. Garner’s story has
defied solid historical treatment, and Nikki M. Taylor’s fierce,
poetic history of Garner brilliantly captures her circumstances
and her transformation from a murdering mother to an icon
of tragedy, resistance, and motherhood.
As an enslaved woman, Garner left only faint traditional
historical footprints: she could not read or write, and she left
no diary, letters, or personal papers, obliterating the opportunity to know with certainty what she thought or believed.
Although she is one of the few runaway slaves ever to testify
at her own hearing, there are no extant official transcripts.
Local papers covered it, but summarized her testimony. In
the wake of the killing, various factions appropriated her as
differing symbols, each with its own audience and purpose
(from hero of slave resistance to black bogeyman).
A black feminist interpretation of Garner’s life — as an
enslaved woman, wife, and mother — offers a more holistic
picture of who she truly was and what drove her to kill.
Taylor — the first African American woman to write a history
of Garner — grounds her work in this interpretation and
also melds trauma studies and literary criticism with history
to account for shortcomings in the written record. In so
doing, she rejects distortions and fictionalized images; probes
slavery’s legacies of sexual and physical violence and psychic
trauma in new ways; and finally fleshes out a figure who had
been rendered an apparition.
NIKKI M. TAyLOR is a professor of African American history
at Texas Southern University. Her other books include Frontiers of Freedom: Cincinnati’s Black Community, 1802–1868
and America’s First Black Socialist: The Radical Life of
Peter H. Clark.
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the Jacksonian
conservatism of
rufus p. ranney
The Politics and Jurisprudence
of a Northern democrat
from the Age of Jackson
to the Gilded Age

SerieS on laW, Society, and
politicS in the midWeSt

By david M. Gold

“Gold’s analysis of Ranney provides a great deal of insight into
the ideological world of mid-nineteenth-century northern
democrats and shows how … sectional conflict, war, emancipation, and industrialization transformed ‘radical’ political
positions into ‘conservative’ ones in the space of a generation.”
— Austin Allen, University of Houston–downtown
Ohio’s Rufus P. Ranney embodied many of the most intriguing social and political tensions of his time. He was an
anticorporate campaigner who became John d. Rockefeller’s
favorite lawyer. A student and law partner of abolitionist
Benjamin F. Wade, Ranney acquired an antislavery reputation
and recruited troops for the Union army; but as a democratic
candidate for governor he denied the power of Congress to
restrict slavery in the territories, and during the Civil War and
Reconstruction he condemned Republican policies.
Ranney was a key delegate at Ohio’s second constitutional
convention and a two-time justice of the Ohio Supreme Court.
He advocated equality and limited government as understood
by radical Jacksonian democrats. Scholarly discussions of
Jacksonian jurisprudence have primarily focused on a handful
of United States Supreme Court cases, but Ranney’s opinions,
taken as a whole, outline a broader approach to judicial decision making.
A founder of the Ohio State Bar Association, Ranney was
immensely influential but has been understudied until now.
He left no private papers, even destroying his own correspondence. In The Jacksonian Conservatism of Rufus P. Ranney,
david M. Gold works with the public record to reveal the
contours of Ranney’s life and work. The result is a new look
at how Jacksonian principles crossed the divide of the Civil
War and became part of the fabric of American law and at
how radical antebellum democrats transformed themselves
into Gilded Age conservatives.
dAVId M. GOLd received his law degree and doctorate in
history from the Ohio State University. He is the author of
numerous books and articles on legal and political history,
including Democracy in Session: A History of the Ohio General Assembly and An Exemplary Whig: Edward Kent and the
Whig Disposition in American Politics and Law.
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The Jacksonian Conservatism
of Rufus P. Ranney
The Politics and Jurisprudence of a
Northern Democrat from the
Age of Jackson to the Gilded Age

David M. Gold
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SeRIeS ON LAW, SOCIeTy, ANd POLITICS IN THe MIdWeST

Lincoln, congress,
and emancipation

perSpectiveS on the hiStory
of congreSS, 1801–1877

edited by Paul Finkelman and donald R. Kennon

“When Lincoln took office, in March 1861, the national government had no power to touch slavery in the states where
it existed. Lincoln understood this, and said as much in his
first inaugural address, noting: ‘I have no purpose, directly
or indirectly, to interfere with the institution of slavery in the
States where it exists.’” How, then, asks Paul Finkelman in the
introduction to Lincoln, Congress, and Emancipation, did Lincoln — who personally hated slavery — lead the nation through
the Civil War to January 1865, when Congress passed the
constitutional amendment that ended slavery outright?
The essays in this book examine the route Lincoln took to
achieve emancipation and how it is remembered both in the
United States and abroad. The ten contributors — all on the
cutting edge of contemporary scholarship on Lincoln and
the Civil War — push our understanding of this watershed
moment in US history in new directions. They present wideranging contributions to Lincoln studies, including a parsing
of the sixteenth president’s career in Congress in the 1840s
and a brilliant critique of the historical choices made by Stephen Spielberg and writer Tony Kushner in the movie Lincoln,
about the passage of the Thirteenth Amendment.
As a whole, these classroom-ready readings provide fresh
and essential perspectives on Lincoln’s deft navigation of
constitutional and political circumstances to move emancipation forward.
CONTRIBUTORS: L. diane Barnes, Jenny Bourne, Michael
Burlingame, Orville Vernon Burton, Seymour drescher, Paul
Finkelman, Amy Greenberg, James Oakes, Beverly Wilson
Palmer, and Matthew Pinsker.
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PAUL FINKeLMAN is an expert in constitutional history and
constitutional law, freedom of religion, the law of slavery,
civil liberties and the American Civil War, and legal issues surrounding baseball. He is the author of more than thirty books,
and coedits the Ohio University Press series New Approaches
to Midwestern Studies.
dONALd R. KeNNON retired as chief historian and vice president of the United States Capitol Historical Society in 2015.
He is coeditor of the Ohio University Press series Perspectives
on the History of Congress, 1789 –1801 and editor of the
series Perspectives on the Art and Architectural History of the
United States Capitol.
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camp Life is paradise
for Freddy
A Childhood in the dutch
east Indies, 1933–1946

reSearch in international StudieS
SoutheaSt aSia SerieS

By Fred Lanzing
Translated by Marjolijn de Jager
Introduction by William H. Frederick

“Children see and hear what is there; adults see and hear
what they are expected to and mainly remember what they
think they ought to remember,” david Lowenthal wrote in
The Past Is a Foreign Country. It is on this fraught foundation
that Fred Lanzing builds this memoir of his childhood in a
Japanese internment camp for dutch colonialists in the east
Indies during World War II.
When published in the Netherlands in 2007, the book triggered controversy, if not vitriol, for Lanzing’s assertion that
his time in the camp was not the compendium of horrors
commonly associated with the dutch internment experience.
despite the angry reception, Lanzing’s account corresponds
more closely with the scant historical record than do most
camp memoirs. In this way, Lanzing’s work is a substantial
addition to ongoing discussions of the politics of memory
and the powerful — if contentious — contributions that subjective accounts make to historiography and to the legacies
of the past.
Lanzing relates an aspect of the war in the Pacific seldom
discussed outside the Netherlands and, by focusing on the
experiences of ordinary people, expands our understanding
of World War II in general. His compact, beautifully detailed
account will be accessible to undergraduate students and a
general readership and, together with the introduction by
William H. Frederick, is a significant contribution to literature
on World War II, the dutch colonial experience, the history of
childhood, and Southeast Asian history.
FRed LANzING was born in 1933 in the city of Bandung, Java,
then part of the Netherlands east Indies. He is now retired
from a long career as a teacher and administrator in the
Amsterdam schools. He is the author of numerous articles
and books on World War II and other topics.
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subversive Lives
A Family Memoir of
the Marcos years
By Susan F. Quimpo and Nathan Gilbert Quimpo
Foreword by Vicente L. Rafael

From the 1960s to the 1990s, seven members of the
Quimpo family dedicated themselves to the anti-Marcos
resistance in the Philippines, sometimes at profound personal
cost. In this unprecedented memoir, eight siblings (plus
one by marriage) tell their remarkable stories in individually
authored chapters that comprise a family saga of revolution,
persistence, and, ultimately, vindication, even as easy resolution eluded their struggles.
Subversive Lives tells of attempts to smuggle weapons for
the New People’s Army (the armed branch of the Communist
Party of the Philippines); of heady times organizing uprisings
and strikes; of the cruel discovery of one brother’s death and
the inexplicable disappearance of another (now believed to
be dead); and of imprisonment and torture by the military.
These stories show the sacrifices and daily heroism of those
in the movement. But they also reveal its messy legacies: sons
alienated from their father; daughters abused by the military;
friends betrayed; and revolutionary affection soured by intractable ideological differences.
The rich and distinctive contributions span the martial law
years of Ferdinand Marcos’s rule. Subversive Lives is a riveting
and accessible primer for those unfamiliar with the era, and a
resonant history for those with a personal connection to what
it meant to be Filipino at that time, or for anyone who has
fought political repression.
SUSAN F. QUIMPO is an art therapist and counselor. Besides
her private practice, she works with civil society groups to
help alleviate trauma in communities affected by typhoons
and war, and provides therapy to political prisoners and victims of human rights violations. She also writes for Philippine
news publications.
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NATHAN GILBeRT QUIMPO, a longtime political activist in the
Philippines, is an associate professor of political science and
international relations at the University of Tsukuba, Japan.
He is the author of Contested Democracy and the Left in the
Philippines after Marcos.
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Women in the
shadows
Gender, Puppets, and the
Power of Tradition in Bali
By Jennifer Goodlander

“Jennifer Goodlander offers a detail-rich, evocative, and
insightful account of her practical studies of Balinese wayang
kulit, situating her own training in relation to the small group
of Balinese women who have performed as puppeteers over
the last four decades.”
— Matthew Isaac Cohen, Professor of International Theatre,
Royal Holloway, University of London
Wayang kulit, or shadow puppetry, connects a mythic past
to the present through public ritual performance and is one
of most important performance traditions in Bali. The dalang,
or puppeteer, is revered in Balinese society as a teacher and
spiritual leader. Recently, women have begun to study and
perform in this traditionally male role, an innovation that has
triggered resistance and controversy.
In Women in the Shadows, Jennifer Goodlander draws on
her own experience training as a dalang as well as interviews
with early women dalang and leading artists to upend the
usual assessments of such gender role shifts. She argues that
rather than assuming that women performers are necessarily
mounting a challenge to tradition, “tradition” in Bali must be
understood as a system of power that is inextricably linked to
gender hierarchy.
She examines the very idea of “tradition” and how it forms
both an ideological and social foundation in Balinese culture.
Ultimately, Goodlander offers a richer, more complicated
understanding of both tradition and gender in Balinese
society. Following in the footsteps of other eminent reflexive
ethnographies, Women in the Shadows will be of value to
anyone interested in performance studies, Southeast Asian
culture, or ethnographic methods.
JeNNIFeR GOOdLANdeR is an assistant professor in the
department of Theatre, drama, and dance at Indiana
University. She has performed Balinese shadow puppetry in
China, Indonesia, and around the United States. Her research
focuses on the relationship between tradition and modernity
as expressed through puppetry in Southeast Asia.
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making the mark
Gender, Identity, and
Genital Cutting
By Miroslava Prazak

Why do female genital cutting practices persist? How
does circumcision affect the rights of girls in a culture
where initiation forms the lynchpin of the ritual cycle
at the core of defining gender, identity, and social and
political status? In Making the Mark, Miroslava Prazak
follows the practice of female circumcision through the
lives and activities of community members in a rural
Kenyan farming society as they decide whether or not to
participate in the tradition.
In an ethnography twenty years in the making, Prazak
weaves multiple Kuria perspectives — those of girls, boys,
family members, circumcisers, political and religious
leaders — into a riveting account. Though many books
have been published on the topic of genital cutting, this
is one of the few ethnographies to give voice to evolving perspectives of practitioners, especially through a
period of intense anticutting campaigning on the part of
international NGOs, local activists, and donor organizations. Prazak also examines the cultural challenges that
complicate the human-rights anti-FGM stance.
Set in the rolling hills of southwestern Kenya, Making
the Mark examines the influences that shape and change
female genital cutting over time, presenting a rich mosaic
of the voices contributing to the debate over this lifealtering ritual.
MIROSLAVA PRAzAK is a scholar of economic development and cultural change in east Africa. employing
multidisciplinary research strategies, her work addresses
globalization; inequality; social, health, and human rights
issues; culturally based ways of knowing; gender-based
violence; and politics of the body. She teaches anthropology and African studies at Bennington College.
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modern muslims
A Sudan Memoir
By Steve Howard

“Steve Howard has produced an ethnography of a modern
Muslim movement in the contemporary Sudan that is
original, informative, and beautifully conceived. It is a
unique (and uniquely informative), accessible, and moving journey of discovery that makes a major contribution
to our understanding of Islam in the Sudan and in the
contemporary world.”
— Lidwien Kapteijns, professor of African and Middle
eastern history, Wellesley College
“It was amazing timing then for this insightful Americantrained social scientist to observe a modernist nonviolent
Islamic movement at the peak of its dynamic campaign.
It is even more amazing timing now for this rigorous
and incisive study of Islamic modernity to be available to
scholars, students, and the public at large. This profound
assessment of a fascinating expression of Islam as experienced by African Muslims can contribute to defusing the
current global crisis of Islam and modernity. The book is
also a pleasure to read.”
— Abdullahi Ahmed An-Na‘im, author of What Is an
American Muslim: Embracing Faith and Citizenship
Steve Howard departed for the Sudan in the early 1980s
as an American graduate student beginning a three-year
journey in which he would join and live with the Republican Brotherhood, the Sufi Muslim group led by the
visionary Mahmoud Mohamed Taha. Taha was a religious
intellectual who participated in the early days of Sudan’s
anticolonial struggle, but quickly turned his movement
into a religious reform effort based on his radical reading
of the Qur’an. He was executed in 1985 for apostasy.
decades after returning to the life of an academic in
the United States, Howard brings us this memoir of his
time with the Republican Brotherhood, who advocated,
among other things, equality for women. Modern Muslims describes Howard’s path to learning not only about
Islam and Sufism but also about Sudan’s history and
culture. When the Brotherhood was thrust into confrontation with Sudan’s then-president Jaafar Nimeiry, Howard had a front-line perspective on the difficult choices
communities make as they try to reform and practice
their faith freely.
As well as a story of personal transformation, the
book offers an insider’s perspective on a modernist
nonviolent Islamic movement that thrived and was
brutally suppressed. An important book for our times,
Modern Muslims yields significant insights for our
understanding of modern Islam, African history, and
contemporary geopolitics.
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STeVe HOWARd is a professor of media studies and African
studies and the director of the Ohio University Center for
International Studies. A sociologist by training, he has studied
and worked all over the African continent. He directed Ohio
University’s African Studies Program for twenty-five years and
has published several scholarly articles about the Republican
Brotherhood Movement.
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south sudan
A New History for a
New Nation
By douglas H. Johnson

“It is a challenging intellectual responsibility to write a ‘new
history for a new nation,’ but it is difficult to imagine anyone better qualified to do it than douglas Johnson. In this
brief book Johnson not only covers the entire sweep of the
history of southern Sudan from the ancient period to the
present day but evokes with precision and nuance crucial
developments in the history of region and nation and its
peoples.”
— Charles Ambler, professor of history, University of Texas
at el Paso
Africa’s newest nation has a long history. Often considered
remote and isolated from the rest of Africa, and usually
associated with the violence of slavery and civil war, South
Sudan has been an arena for a complex mixing of peoples,
languages, and beliefs. The nation’s diversity is both its
strength and a challenge as its people attempt to overcome
the legacy of decades of war to build a new economic,
political, and national future.
Most recent studies of South Sudan’s history have a
foreshortened sense of the past, focusing on current
political issues, the recently ended civil war, or the ongoing conflicts within the country and along its border with
Sudan. This brief but substantial overview of South Sudan’s
longue durée, by one of the world’s foremost experts on
the region, answers the need for a current, accessible book
on this important country.
drawing on recent advances in the archaeology of the
Nile Valley, new fieldwork as well as classic ethnography,
and local and foreign archives, Johnson recovers South
Sudan’s place in African history and challenges the stereotypes imposed on its peoples.
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dOUGLAS H. JOHNSON is a Fellow of the Rift Valley
Institute, a historian of Sudan and South Sudan, and an
award-winning author and editor. He was a consultant
during the Sudan peace talks and a member of the Abyei
Boundaries Commission.
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Jihād in West Africa
during the Age
of revolutions
By Paul e. Lovejoy

PAUL E. LOVEJOY

“Paul Lovejoy makes an original and important contribution to
several major historiographies — of Africa, Islam, the Atlantic
World, the Atlantic slave trade, slavery in the Americas, and
the comparative history of slavery. Jihād in West Africa during
the Age of Revolutions is grounded in deep research in both
primary and secondary sources, and perhaps most importantly, in a professional lifetime spent thinking deeply and
creatively about these topics.”
— Randy J. Sparks, Tulane University
In Jihād in West Africa during the Age of Revolutions, a
preeminent historian of Africa argues that scholars of the
Americas and the Atlantic world have not given Africa its due
consideration as part of either the Atlantic world or the age
of revolutions. The book examines the jihād movement in
the context of the age of revolutions — commonly associated
with the American and French revolutions and the erosion of
european imperialist powers — and shows how West Africa,
too, experienced a period of profound political change in the
late eighteenth through the mid-nineteenth centuries. Paul e.
Lovejoy argues that West Africa was a vital actor in the
Atlantic world and has wrongly been excluded from analyses
of the period.
Among its chief contributions, the book reconceptualizes
slavery. Lovejoy shows that during the decades in question,
slavery expanded extensively not only in the southern United
States, Cuba, and Brazil but also in the jihād states of West
Africa. In particular, this expansion occurred in the Muslim
states of the Sokoto Caliphate, Fuuta Jalon, and Fuuta Toro.
At the same time, he offers new information on the role
antislavery activity in West Africa played in the Atlantic slave
trade and the African diaspora.
Finally, Jihād in West Africa during the Age of Revolutions provides unprecedented context for the political and
cultural role of Islam in Africa — and of the concept of jihad
in particular — from the eighteenth century into the present.
Understanding that there is a long tradition of jihād in West
Africa, Lovejoy argues, helps correct the current distortion
in understanding the contemporary jihād movement in the
Middle east, Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Africa.
PAUL e. LOVeJOy is distinguished Research Professor, department of History, york University, and Fellow of the Royal
Society of Canada. He was the founding director of the Harriet Tubman Institute for Research on Africa and Its diasporas
at york University and has published more than thirty books,
including Transformations in Slavery.
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the Art of Life
in south Africa
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By daniel Magaziner

THE ART

OF LIFE

DANIEL MAGAZINER

“A profoundly human story of the institutional and social constraints under which African artists operated and the different
ways in which they sought to find a way to produce beauty in
the midst of oppression.”
— Frederick Cooper, author of Africa in the World: Capitalism,
Empire, Nation-State

AFRICA

“The Art of Life in South Africa is beautifully rendered, well
researched, and tells an important, scarcely told story.
Combining in exciting ways intellectual, cultural, and social
historical approaches, Magaziner offers a meditation on
what happens if we examine a past that is shaped by broader
historical forces (in this case apartheid) but that cannot be
reduced to them.”
— Clifton Crais, emory University
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“An astonishing book, powerfully constructed, intricately
researched, and gorgeously written. From the focused study
of individual lives and practices that flourished in and around
the Ndaleni art school, Magaziner extends the possibilities of
a more democratic form of art history.”
— david doris, author of Vigilant Things: On Thieves,
Yoruba Anti-Aesthetics, and the Strange Fates of
Ordinary Objects in Nigeria
From 1952 to 1981, South Africa’s apartheid government
ran an art school for the training of African art teachers at
Indaleni, in what is today Kwazulu-Natal. The Art of Life in
South Africa is the story of the students, teachers, art, and
politics that circulated through a small school, housed in a
remote former mission station. It is the story of a community
that made its way through the travails of white supremacist
South Africa and demonstrates how the art students and
teachers made together became the art of their lives.
The Art of Life in South Africa proposes a radical reframing
of apartheid-era South African history. Against the dominant
narrative of apartheid oppression and black resistance, as well
as recent scholarship that explores violence, criminality, and
the hopeless entanglements of the apartheid state, this book
focuses instead on a small group’s efforts to fashion more
fulfilling lives for its members and their community through
the ironic medium of the apartheid-era school.
There is no book like this in South African historiography.
Lushly illustrated and poetically written, it gives us fully
formed lives that offer remarkable insights into the now clichéd experience of black life under segregation and apartheid.
dANIeL MAGAzINeR teaches South African and nineteenthand twentieth-century African history at yale University. He is
the author of The Law and the Prophets: Black Consciousness
in South Africa, 1968–1977.
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African miracle,
African mirage
Transnational Politics and the
Paradox of Modernization
in Ivory Coast

neW african hiStorieS

By Abou B. Bamba

“Abou Bamba shows that rather than accepting a subordinate
economic relationship to France, leaders of the Côte d’Ivoire
sought to play foreign powers and investors off against each
other. Looking in detail at development projects, he makes an
important and revealing contribution to the growing field of
development history.”
— Frederick Cooper, author of Africa in the World: Capitalism,
Empire, Nation-State
Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, Ivory Coast was touted as
an African miracle, a poster child for modernization and the
ways that western aid and multinational corporations would
develop the continent. At the same time, Marxist scholars —
most notably Samir Amin — described the capitalist activity
in Ivory Coast as empty, unsustainable, and incapable of
bringing real change to the lives of ordinary people. To some
extent, Amin’s criticisms were validated when, in the 1980s,
the Ivorian economy collapsed.
In African Miracle, African Mirage, Abou B. Bamba incorporates economics, political science, and history to craft a
bold, transnational study of the development practices and
intersecting colonial cultures that continue to shape Ivory
Coast today. He considers French, American, and Ivorian
development discourses in examining the roles of hydroelectric projects and the sugar, coffee, and cocoa industries in the
country’s boom and bust. In so doing, he brings the agency
of Ivorians themselves to the fore in a way not often seen in
histories of development. Ultimately, he concludes that the
“maldevelopment” evident by the mid-1970s had less to do
with the Ivory Coast’s “insufficiently modern” citizens than
with the conflicting missions of French and American interests within the context of an ever-globalizing world.
ABOU B. BAMBA is an associate professor of history and
Africana studies at Gettysburg College.
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citizenship, belonging, and
political community in Africa
dialogues between Past and Present
edited by emma Hunter

Africa, it is often said, is suffering from a crisis of citizenship.
At the heart of the contemporary debates this apparent crisis
has provoked lie dynamic relations between the present and
the past, between political theory and political practice, and
between legal categories and lived experience. yet studies
of citizenship in Africa have often tended to foreshorten
historical time and privilege the present at the expense of the
deeper past.
Citizenship, Belonging, and Political Community in Africa
provides a critical reflection on citizenship in Africa by bringing together scholars working with very different case studies
and with very different understandings of what is meant by
citizenship. By bringing historians and social scientists into
dialogue within the same volume, it argues that a revised
reading of the past can offer powerful new perspectives on
the present, in ways that might also indicate new paths for
the future.
The project collects the works of up-and-coming and
established scholars from around the globe. Presenting case
studies from such wide-ranging countries as Sudan, Mauritius,

South Africa, Côte d’Ivoire, and ethiopia, the essays delve into
the many facets of citizenship and agency as they have been
expressed in the colonial and postcolonial eras. In so doing,
they engage in exciting ways with the watershed book in the
field, Mahmood Mamdani’s Citizen and Subject.
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SerieS in victorian StudieS

Drawing on the victorians
The Palimpsest of Victorian and Neo-Victorian Graphic Texts
edited by Anna Maria Jones and Rebecca N. Mitchell
Afterword by Kate Flint

“Stunningly transnational.… The editors take the notion of
the palimpsest as their conceptual frame because it speaks
to haunting of one text and/or image by another, a layering,
they assert, that becomes particularly complex when linguistic,
geographic, historical, and temporal boundaries are crossed.”
— david L. Pike, American University
Late nineteenth-century Britain experienced an unprecedented explosion of visual print culture and a simultaneous rise in literacy across social classes. New printing
technologies facilitated quick and cheap dissemination of
images — illustrated books, periodicals, cartoons, comics, and
ephemera — to a mass readership. This Victorian visual turn
prefigured the present-day impact of the Internet on how
images are produced and shared, both driving and reflecting
the visual culture of its time.
From this starting point, Drawing on the Victorians sets out
to explore the relationship between Victorian graphic texts
and today’s steampunk, manga, and other neo-Victorian
genres that emulate and reinterpret their predecessors. NeoVictorianism is a flourishing worldwide phenomenon, but
one whose relationship with the texts from which it takes its
inspiration remains underexplored.
In this collection, scholars from literary studies, cultural
studies, and art history consider contemporary works — Alan
Moore’s League of Extraordinary Gentlemen, Moto Naoko’s

Lady Victorian, and edward Gorey’s Gashlycrumb Tinies,
among others — alongside their antecedents, from Punch’s
1897 Jubilee issue to Alice in Wonderland and more. They
build on previous work on neo-Victorianism to affirm that the
past not only influences but converses with the present.
CONTRIBUTORS: Christine Ferguson, Kate Flint, Anna Maria
Jones, Linda K. Hughes, Heidi Kaufman, Brian Maidment,
Rebecca N. Mitchell, Jennifer Phegley, Monika PietrzakFranger, Peter W. Sinnema, and Jessica Straley.
ANNA MARIA JONeS is an associate professor of english at
the University of Central Florida. She is the author of Problem
Novels: Victorian Fiction Theorizes the Sensational Self. Her
recent articles have appeared in Victorian Literature and
Culture, European Romantic Review, Criticism, Neo-Victorian
Studies, and BRANCH.
ReBeCCA N. MITCHeLL is lecturer of Victorian literature at
the University of Birmingham. She is the author of Victorian
Lessons in Empathy and Difference, coeditor of the anniversary edition of George Meredith’s Modern Love and Poems of
the English Roadside, and coauthor, with Joseph Bristow, of
Oscar Wilde’s Chatterton: Literary History, Romanticism, and
the Art of Forgery.
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“Putting these four thinkers in conversation around a wellformulated question that also addresses significant questions
of today is a great contribution to understanding the development of phenomenological thought in the twentieth century
from new angles.”
—Marcia Sá Cavalcante Schuback, professor of philosophy at
Södertörn University and author of Lovtal till intet: Essäer om
filosofisk hermeneutic
In The Crisis of Meaning and the Life-World, L’ubica Učník
examines the existential conflict that formed the focus of
edmund Husserl’s final work, which she argues is very much
with us today: how to reconcile scientific rationality with the
meaning of human existence. To investigate this conundrum,
she places Husserl in dialogue with three of his most important
successors: Martin Heidegger, Hannah Arendt, and Jan Patočka.
For Husserl, 1930s europe was characterized by a growing irrationalism that threatened to undermine its legacy of
rational inquiry. Technological advancement in the sciences,
Husserl argued, had led science to forget its own foundations
in the primary “life-world”: the world of lived experience.
Renewing Husserl’s concerns in today’s context, Učník first
provides an original and compelling reading of his oeuvre
through the lens of the formalization of the sciences, then
traces the unfolding of this problem through the work of
Heidegger, Arendt, and Patočka.
Although many scholars have written on Arendt, none until
now has connected her philosophical thought with that of
Czech phenomenologist Jan Patočka. Učník provides invaluable access to the work of the latter, who remains understudied in the english language. She shows that together, these
four thinkers offer new challenges to the way we approach
key issues confronting us today, providing us with ways to
reconsider truth, freedom, and human responsibility in the
face of the postmodern critique of metanarratives and a
growing philosophical interest in new forms of materialism.
L’UBICA UČNíK is an associate professor and academic chair in
philosophy at Murdoch University, Australia. She is coeditor, with Ivan Chvatík and Anita Williams, of Asubjective
Phenomenology: Jan Patočka’s Project in the Broader Context
of His Work; The Phenomenological Critique of Mathematisation and the Question of Responsibility: Formalisation and the
Life-World; and, with Ivan Chvatík, of the english translation
of Patočka’s The Natural World as a Philosophical Problem
(translated by erika Abrams).
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the bellwether
Why Ohio Picks the President
Kyle Kondik

— Thomas Suddes, political columnist,
Northeast Ohio Media Group/Cleveland Plain Dealer

Kyle Kondik, a widely cited expert on American
campaigns and elections, is managing editor of
Sabato’s Crystal Ball, a nonpartisan political tipsheet
produced by the University of Virginia Center for
Politics. He is from greater Cleveland and lives in
Washington, dC.
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